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Success through Passion
Print and Salmon – does it fit together?
Commercial Products in Gravure Printing
Concentration in Down Under
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A Sunny Print-Summer
4 |5

Gravure Presses

Dear Reader,

Revival of Proven Technology

6

at present you can observe growth and change, not

Prinovis Nuremberg

only in our gardens and forests but also on the print

Flexible Postpress Application

market. Due to its international commitment

11

CHINA PRINT 2017
Portal for an Important Market

Gämmerler is glad to be in a position to record a high
volume of orders for the coming summer months.

7

The printing market in Down Under has undergone

Further Expansion with Gämmerler

a consolidation. You can read on page 12 how the

8 |9

The Big Three

Interview with Joachim Gimpel-Henning

13

STF Imprimeries France

players there have positioned themselves anew on the

Also Gämmerler keeps concentrating on market and

market.

growth. For the continuance of the company’s stra-

A Norwegian company combines two national success
factors, which at first glance have nothing to do with
each other: Print and Salmon. Read more about the
salmon growing printer on page 13.
In Germany the insert business is booming. In addition

now responsible for different sectors, such as sales,
service and marketing on the one hand and project
management, technology, production and finance on
the other. Page 14 gives you more details about this.

Ålgård - Norway

10

Printing and Salmons?

Horizontal Log Stacker SH080

14

Secret Longseller
Gämmerler at Empack 2017
Great Response

to new investments in weboffset presses you can see a
trend to upgrade gravure presses for this market seg-

To you and your company we wish a sunny summer

ment. So no longer scrap heap. Have a look at page 4 .

and enjoy reading! Yours

Web-Offset-Printing in Down Under

Heynen Cardboard Packaging

tegic orientation, the responsibilities of the Management have been shared. Two Managing Directors are

12

Gämmerler GmbH
New Management

15

bwebsystems
A Competent Partner for Printing and Finishing

Erich Wirthwein

Michael Schwarzer

4 GRAVURE NEW REVIVAL

NEW REVIVAL GRAVURE 5

Gravure Presses

Job Printing - Revival of Proven Technology

Print advertisement is far from being obsolete, on the
contrary its use is being re-intensified by numerous retailers; this fact is clear if you have a look at the attractive market of advertising supplements. Most of
the time printing is done on high-volume commercial
presses, which has contributed to the fact that many
printers currently invest in new 80pp commercial web
presses (WKS Druckholding, Offsetdruck Baumann,
Franklin, EversFrank) and 96pp machines (De Jong,
Mohn Media, Niedermayer, WEISS Druck), the typical
presses for commercial printing.

However, this business segment is also interesting for
the gravure printers. Due to the immense print runs,
expense and cost for the print cylinder production are
recovered. Printing companies such as Prinovis, Burda,
TSB and Circle Printers achieve an excellent printing
quality on their extra wide machines with complete format flexibility, and thus with production of ad inserts
they are able to improve their machine utilization. A
large number of these machines has been in operation
for many years and are therefore fully amortized. This
makes perfect commercial sense to take advantage of
quality and format flexibility to serve the attractive mar-

Storage of gravure cylinders

ket of ad inserts using existing gravure presses.

Burda plant in Offenburg
This

is the reason why

Burda has ordered a new

Gämmerler postpress system to meet these changed
conditions. The line includes conveying systems, spaceTo prepare the “old iron“ for use in ad inserts produc-

saving double-deck rotary trimmers with bypassing

tion, it is only the postpress technology that has to be

possibilities, two compensating stackers with LiftPack

adapted accordingly. In gravure printing the printed

technology also used as backup and two articulated

products are mostly stacked in logs as semi-finished

arm robots with pneumatic double gripper to palletize

products for the bindery. However, the ad inserts mar-

the bundles. The installation with Siemens control sys-

ket requires bundles of finished products, folded and

tem is controlled by the Gämmerler Logistic Software

trimmed. Therefore, the demands on post production

G-Connect, allowing to preset the line’s components

equipment are different.

by G-Adjust.

6 PRINOVIS NUREMBERG FLEXIBILITY IN GRAVURE PRINTING
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Prinovis Nuremberg
Flexible Postpress Application in Gravure Printing

For more than two decades PRINOVIS has been using
KL 540 Gämmerler compensating stackers at its company site in Nuremberg. To increase flexibility of its

Jean-Philippe de Araujo, Production Manager at the company site in Reyrieux

gravure presses the company has recently ordered two
more stackers. This new generation of KL 540 compensating stackers has been equipped for the first time
with Siemens control technology.

The machines will be installed as back-up after a re-

For many years, Gämmerler machines and installations

wind station to address possible production interrup-

have been in operation at all three German PRINOVIS

tions. In addition a flexible installation of the stackers is

sites. The companies, whose name stands for “Print,

possible at the delivery station of a conveying chain at

Innovation and Vision”, are members of the Ber-

the gravure press. To achieve more stability the bundles

telsmann Printing Group, the greatest printing group

are pressed and blocked electrostatically. Semi-finished

in Europe. The core competencies of PRINOVIS are

printed products will then be conveyed to the finish-

magazines, catalogues, brochures or other offset- or

ing stations by means of a feeder, whereas completed

gravure print products. Due to the application of envi-

bundles directly move towards the shipping depart-

ronmentally friendly technologies and the efficient use

ment.

of resources, PRINOVIS makes a valuable contribution
to nature protection.

“Gämmerler’s readiness for innovation and the high
quality standard of the machines are part of our deci-

STF Imprimeries Focussing on Further Expansion
The French Group Relies on Compensating Stackers
from Gämmerler again
In order to face the challenges of the market successfully the renowned group STF Imprimeries is focussing

horizontal transport of the printed products from the

on continuous development, expanding of the product

existing conveying chains into the compensating stack-

range and strengthening of capacities.

ers. Already for a long time the customer has been us-

The compensating stacker KL 540 equipped with the

ing as well a Gämmerler trimming line and a compen-

sion to choose Gämmerler“, says Guido Hutzler, Co-

proven LiftPack Technology allows a particularly gentle

On eight sites with 500 employees in total 18 print-

ordinator Mechanical Engineering Gravure Printing at

bundle creation as well as highest bundle quality for

ing presses are producing magazines, catalogues and

PRINOVIS.

palletizing purposes. Numerous options offer the pos-

ad inserts for the French and international market.

The availability of the machines, their high capacity due

sibility of adapting the KL 540 to meet the individual

Roto-Aisne, Technigraphic, IPS Pacy and BLG Toul – in

to short cycle times, flexibility and user friendliness, as

customer’s requirements.

these printing plants Gämmerler machines, integrated

well as the reliable service have again convinced the

into existing systems, have already been in use for a

customer to choose Gämmerler.

sating stacker ZL 800.

long time.
“For the Groupe STF Imprimeries the name GämmerRecently the plant IPS STF Reyrieux, that belongs to

ler stands for quality, reliability and a customer-friendly

the group STF Imprimeries has passed an order for two

operation of the machines. In addition the competent

compensating stackers KL 540 LiftPack Technology and

service Gämmerler is offering was for us a relevant de-

Servo ejector for the new company site in Reyrieux.

cision criterion”, says Jean-Philippe de Araujo, Production Manager at the company site in Reyrieux.

Both Gämmerler machines which replace two existing

Prinovis company site in Nuremberg

newspaper stackers of a different manufacturer will be

By the way STF Imprimeries makes every effort to fully

installed at a conveying chain linked to the folder deliv-

respect the existing standards for environmental friend-

ery of a GOSS Mainstream. The high infeed allows the

liness, proven by numerous certificates.
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Success through Passion
Interview with Mr. Gimpel-Henning, Managing
Director of Heynen GmbH & Co. Kartonagenfabrik KG
Joachim Gimpel-Henning

Innovation im Dreier-Team

“Bringing packaging to life, creating print results we
are proud of.“
The HEYNEN GmbH & Co. Kartonagenfabrik KG situated in Kleve / Germany uses state-of-the-art machinery. Whether printing, stamping or gluing – you can
rely on the long-standing experience of the specialist
for packaging solutions.

HERR GIMPEL-HENNING:
We are printing boxes on the 6-colour offset machine
106 from KBA, which also allows inline application of
glossy foil - A highlight! Afterwards the printed and
coated sheets are stamped to single sheets on differ-

Gämmerler G-News had the chance to talk to the Man-

ent stamping machines, for further processing and

aging Director of the company, Mr. Joachim Gimpel-

gluing purposes. Thus the numerous stamped sheets

Henning.

will provide even more single sheets (packages), which
will then be processed in the folder-gluers to become

GÄMMERLER:
Heynen is one of the leading suppliers of packaging
solutions. Could you please tell us in short something
about the company’s history?

glued packages (folding boxes, folding bottom boxes,
collapsible boxes, slipcases etc..). Finally we produce
amongst others, packaging for the food industry (humans and animals), for manufacturers of hygiene- and
cosmetic products, for suppliers to the automotive in-

HERR GIMPEL-HENNING:

dustry, the cigarette industry as well as particular board

The company was founded in 1912 by Otto Heynen.

kits for the fruit-, vegetable- and flower industry.

At the beginning the production was limited to simple cardboard packagings and special boxes. However,
step by step the machinery was modernized and expanded allowing at the same time a constant extension
of the product range. In the seventies Heynen moved
to the industrial area of Kleve, where another production and warehouse facility as well as a modern office
block was built in 1999. What was up-to-date at the
turn of the millenium is no longer up-to-date in 2017.
That is why we will modernize and extend our company to the double surface this year. For this decision
various developments are the reasons. Not even our

GÄMMERLER:
Up to now the end of your production workflow was
not automated, that means the glued folding boxes
had to be placed manually into the outer carton and
on the pallet.
On which occasion did Gämmerler come into play?
HERR GIMPEL-HENNING:
For a long time we have been looking for the possibility of automating the work steps that were done
manually up to now. The wish had several require-

drupa 2016 we had the opportunity to meet Gämmer-

HERR GIMPEL-HENNING:

ler, who presented an automated system connected

For us the Gämmerler system means that we are

to a folder-gluer on the booth of the Turkish machine

now able to relieve the strain of physically demand-

manufacturer Duran. This system was placing a defined

ing work from our staff, allowing them a faster and

number of folding boxes into an outer carton by means

more accurate control of the infrastructure. Quality

of a robotic gripper. Heynen uses a folder-gluer from

can be checked more frequently and modified machine

Duran the flexibility of which fully meets our require-

settings are effected. Small folding boxes with low

ments. The Gämmerler system the flexibility of which

weight, the shape of which is often very complicated,

was striking, attracted our greatest interest and we

with numerous corners and cut-outs, will continue to

thought it could meet our demands.

be placed manually into the outer cartons.

A long and detailed discussion with the system’s devel-

GÄMMERLER:

oper finished by a “deal quasi per handshake.“
GÄMMERLER:
What are the key features of the system, that made you
take a purchasing decision?

How do you evaluate the cooperation with Gämmerler?
HERR GIMPEL-HENNING:
Three companies are cooperating in our project

HERR GIMPEL-HENNING:

(Heynen as processor, Duran as manufacturer of folder-

As said before for us the flexibility was striking. Also

gluers and Gämmerler as automation specialist) who

the small foot print of the system of only 4 x 3 m was

have assimilated the overall problem in their genes,

a deciding factor. In this context we want to mention

starting with the carton over processing up to pack-

that we produce our 60 million packages on several

aging. All of them are medium-sized companies, who

folder-gluers and due to the characteristics we just de-

quickly identify the need of change and rapidly imple-

scribed, we have the chance to simply move the auto-

ment in partnership what is required. With our mindset

mated packaging system to the folder-gluer which is

we all will have fun and enjoy the new challenges and

not being set-up at that very moment.

changes also for the next hundred years.

superior growth as well as the technical innovations.

ments, one of them to avoid the individual employee

GÄMMERLER:

approx. 4,3 t of packaging material per shift when

What kind of machines are you mainly using for your

packing the boxes. The solutions for mechanical help

GÄMMERLER:

GÄMMERLER:

production at this moment and what are the industries

provided by the market were not able to meet our

What are the advantages your company’s staff can

We thank you very much for the interview and are

you are producing folded boxes for?

demand with regard to flexibility. So on occasion of

benefit with the new system?

looking forward to our future cooperation with you.

in the gluing department moving manually a load of
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Secret
Longseller
Gämmerler’s Semi-Automated Log Stacker SH 080

China Print 2017
Gämmerler
at Empack

Portal for an Important Market

Great Response
For Gämmerler, who has been represented for de-

At the exhibition for the packaging industry Em-

The career of the first semi-automated horizontal
log stacker from Gämmerler had started long before fully automated machines had conquered the

pack 2017, which took place in s’Hertogenbosch

With more than 200.000 visitors China Print, the ex-

in the Netherlands on 5th and 6th April, 2017,

hibition that takes place in Beijing every four years,

Gämmerler presented its automated packaging line

has ended by the middle of May. As in previous years

“VS” for folded boxes on the booth of its Dutch

the show was the ideal occasion for Gämmerler to

agency Adkow Mechatronics.

present itself to the Chinese market, which still can

The show, which is mainly national, was visited by

which despite the digital revolution remains the

after 25 years this machine is still being ordered,

numerous Dutch prospects. Potential customers

worldwide greatest newspaper market.

particularly for the Latin Amercian market, where

had the opportunity of getting an update on the

at least 70 log stackers continue to be in operation.

status of the development of the VS-Line, meeting

The exhibition offered the opportunity for many in-

the customers’ demands as to format flexibility and

teresting discussions with numerous long-standing

speed. Although the size of the booth was restric-

customers, as for example the state-owned enter-

ted, it was possible to install the VS-Line due to its

prises People’s Daily, Worker’s Daily and Beijing Dai-

small footprint of only 3 x 4 m.

ly, who visited the joint stand of Gämmerler and

guishes the SH 080 as excellently suited for further
processing in gather stitchers and perfect binders.
Easy operation and maintenance as well as a small
foot print are only some of its main features. An
optimum log quality is achieved by efficient technical details, such as largely dimensioned pressing
cylinders, automated opening of the waste trap to

manually. After so many years the SH 080 is still the

the wide-ranging product portfolio in the field of

newspaper and commercial printing. The proven

Planatol.

highly flexible overhead conveying systems and

Oliver Bredow and his team were on hand to demonstrate the packaging line to the visitors and

A further encouraging fact was the great interest

compensating stackers of various types are in

answer questions on technical details, perfor-

of many new customers and numerous enquiries

continuous operation at the well-known Chinese

mance, flexibility etc.

for concrete quotations. Forecasts predict for China

newspaper printers. And in particular the reliable

an increasing quality standard and growing flexibil-

customer service of competent technicians and the

ity as to possible machine functions – two criteria

extensive spare parts stock on site are highly appre-

Gämmerler is focussing on.

ciated by our Chinese customers.

divert misaligned copies as well as precise alignment belts. Only minimal steps have to be done

on in Beijing, China is one of the key markets for

record an increasing total turnover in printing and

market of commercial printing worldwide. Today,

And this for good reason: Highest precision distin-

cades with its own sales- and service organizati-

In short: It has been worthwhile.

best example that quality can outlive technology!

Lively discussions

The booth team with Dr. Pan
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Concentration in Down Under

Printing and Salmons -

Three Key Players in Web Offset Printing

for Ålgård two things that match perfectly

During the last months the print market in Australia
and New Zealand has been divided in the field of

General Manager Darryl Meyer

commercial web printing. After the IVE Group with
its Print Division Blue Star had acquired AIW and
Franklin Web, the merger of PMP and IPMG has
now been approved as well by the supervisory authorities. IVE Group, PMP and Fairfax Media - the
commercial market has concentrated on three important suppliers.
The IVE Group, who includes the trademarks
Bluestar Web, Franklin Web and AIW Printing,
has already started to put into practice the synergy effects that have arisen from the merger. The
printing plant of AIW in Springvale to be closed
late 2017 with some machinery being installed at

most highly automated and streamlined retail catalogue printing facility in Australia”. All machines
should be ready for production in autumn 2017.

Franklin Web in Melbourne. Furthermore a new

PMP Limited Group is known as the greatest printer

greenfield “Supersite” is being built west of Syd-

and distributor of catalogues, magazines and mar-

ney in Huntingwood retaining the Franklin Web

keting materials in Australia and Asia. Due to the

brand name. The new facility will mirror the suc-

approved merger of PMP and IPMG the company

cessful installation in Melbourne continuing the

has grown to five brands: PMP, Hannanprint, Offset

longstanding and proven cooperation with Gäm-

Alpine Printing, Inprint and Bolton Print. At present

merler. The important investment in a new manro-

the exploratory discussions between PMP and IPMG

land Lithoman 80 page press includes a postpress

are being continued to decide which production

system with trimmers, compensating stackers, au-

sites will be maintained resp. where the merger will

tomated strapping units and palletizing robot. To

provoke an internal consolidation.

Norway, a region abundant in water does not only
offer the ideal environment for printing plants,
which are frequently situated close to rivers, but
also the atlantic salmon loves this beautiful country.
In late autumn he moves from the sea far upwards
the rivers for spawning. Ålgård Offset AS is the first
Norwegian printer having its own salmon river.

The Komori is intended for the production of magazine signatures which are moved towards perfect binding after having been stacked. The new Gämmerler
line includes various curves and switches, a bumpturn-curve-combination and a compensating stacker with LiftPack-technology and electrical rotating
chamber adjustment.

Ålgård Offset AS with 60 employees works on a
production surface of 10.000 m². Three Komoripresses are printing catalogues, brochures, magazines and commercial products with a volume of
approx. 210 million Norwegian krones, which corresponds to nearly 20 million Euros.

Already six years ago Gämmerler supplied a complex postpress system for Ålgård’s first Komori. This
system consisted of double-deck trimmers and palletizing robot. An overhead conveying system allowed the connection of two printing presses. The
reliability and flexibility of the existing lines and the
proven and competent service were key criteria for
the customer to choose Gämmerler again.

And the greatest Norwegian printing company
keeps investing in growth. On occasion of drupa
2016 Ålgård ordered its third 16-page Komori 38S,
that has been installed recently. About this press
Tom Norland says: “I consider this new System 38S
to be the world’s smartest printing machine”. As to
the postpress equipment the customer decided on
Gämmerler technology.

“We attach highest value to follow-up orders since
they prove that machinery and service meet the
customer’s expectations“ says Dr. Michael Schwarzer, Managing Director of Gämmerler GmbH.

expand the small volume business the installation
of a manroland Rotoman is intended. “We have

The third player, Fairfax Media Limited is mainly en-

decided to work with the same proven partners

gaged in the field of newspaper printing. However,

again”, says Darryl Meyer, GM of Blue Star. “The

various Fairfax Media sites in Australia and New

equipment in Huntingwood will help to provide the

Zealand produce commercial products as well.
The concentration of the web offset market for
commercials in Australia and New Zealand will lead
to a more homogeneous suppliers structure and
with regard to the future improve the margins for
the print service providers. Finally this represents
an advantage for the Australian and New Zealand
market compared to European suppliers, who due
to their geographic location are facing as well a
considerably stronger competition.

Printing Plant in Huntingwood

Tom B. Norland has actively devoted himself to
salmon fishing.
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New Management at
Gämmerler GmbH

bwebsystems srl
A Competent Partner for Printing and Finishing in Italy

Since 2012 the company bwebsystems srl has been
the exclusive partner of manroland web systems in
Italy.

Mr. Erich Wirthwein and Dr. Michael Schwar-

“We are looking forward to a procreative collabo-

zer have jointly taken over the management of

ration with all employees of Gämmerler, to achieve,

Gämmerler GmbH. Mr. Wirthwein succeeds Mr.

due to the organizational restructuring and invest-

Jörg Westphal, who left the company at the end

ments into a new product world, a future-oriented

of May.

approach and an on-going development of further
fields of application“, emphasize Dr. Schwarzer and

Dr. Schwarzer, who has worked for Gämmerler as

Since 1st January, 2017 bwebsystems has been
representing Gämmerler in Italy. The Managing
Director, Trino Barnabò, has a comprehensive consolidated knowledge with regard to market development, printing, technology, as well as existing
and potential customers.
bwebsystems with its head office in Monza was
founded by Dipl. Ing. Trino Barnabò, who has studied at the Technical University in Darmstadt, Germany.

Mr. Wirthwein.

Managing Director already since March 2017 is res-

With his staff of eight employees the company offers, on behalf of Gämmerler, support of the renowned printing houses and existing customers on
the Italian web printing market. Due to his longstanding experience bwebsystems is the ideal partner for us, to convince the customers of the tailormade efficient and sustainable postpress solutions,
to keep them informed about our innovations and

ponsible for project management, technology, production and finance, whereas Mr. Wirthwein is in
charge of sales, service and marketing as of June
1st, 2017.
For many years Dr. Schwarzer has been an independent entrepreneur providing extensive experience in
the field of complex machine- and plant engineering.

Mr. Trino Barnabò and his staff

developments and to ensure a professional customer service.
Prior to taking over the representation
bwebsystems srl has been involved in postpress
installations in cooperation with Gämmerler and
therefore there is no doubt that they are fully familiar with our diversified product portfolio.
bwebsystems is not only responsible for the sale of
new installations but also ensures maintenance of
the manroland web presses in Italy. In addition they
also independently execute major service contracts,
as for example the relocation of two Lithoman
80pp presses for the Elcograf Group. We highly appreciate of course that these printing presses have
been equipped with the latest postpress technology from Gämmerler.

Mr. Wirthwein, previously having been Managing
Director of a competitive company, has a longstanding and vast knowledge of the highly specialized
niche of postpress equipment. At the same time
he will drive forward the internationalization of
Gämmerler’s new business segment “packaging“.

“Italy is an extremely important market for us and
we are delighted to have found such an excellent
sales- and service partner who is really familiar with
printing“, says Dr. Schwarzer, Managing Director of
Gämmerler GmbH.

left Erich Wirthwein; right Dr. Michael Schwarzer

Sales and Service Partners
ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLUMBIA
ECUADOR
PARAGUAY
PERU
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA
E+S Gammerler
Equipamentos Gráficos Ltda.
04511-001 São Paulo SP
Brazil
ivo.de.rizzo@gammerler.com.br
www.gammerler.com
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
MEGTEC Systems Australia, Inc.
Glen Waverley Victoria 3150
fgustafsson@megtec.com
www.megtec.com.au
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
SWITZERLAND
Gämmerler GmbH
82538 Geretsried-Gelting
lauber@gaemmerler.de
www.gaemmerler.com
BAHRAIN
OMAN
QATAR
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
YEMEN
Dynagraph for Printing Industry LLC
Dubai/UAE
jkanaan@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
WRH Global Belgium
3530 Houthalen
sylvie.laigneil@wrh-global.be
www.wrh-global.be
CANADA
Gammerler US Corporation
IL 60056 Mount Prospect/USA
joe.jastrzebski@gammerler.com
www.gammerler.com
CHINA
Gammerler GmbH
Representative Office China
Beijing 100011
o.pan@gammerler.cn
www.gammerler.com

COSOVO
CROATIA
MACEDONIA
SERBIA
SLOVENIA
MONTENEGRO
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
Prosistem Graf d.o.o.
1290 Grosuplje/Slovenia
tomo@prosistem-graf.si
www.prosistem-graf.si/en#

HUNGARY
ROMANIA
Prosystem Print Kft.
2151 Fot
prosystem@prosystem.hu
www.prosystem.hu

CZECH REPUBLIC
SLOWAKIA
G+P Technik s.r.o.
25262 Praha-Horomerice
siegfried.bytomski@gptechnik.cz
www.gptechnik.cz

INDONESIA
MALAYSIA
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
TAIWAN
MEbiz Engineering Sdn. Bhd.
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Malaysia
sammebiz@gmail.com

DENMARK
NORWAY
SWEDEN
GraphicM AB
254 55 Helsingborg/Sweden
martin@graphicm.se
www.graphicm.se
EGYPT
SUDAN
Texti Co. Industrial Trading Distribution
Cairo
info@texti-eg.com
www.texti-eg.com
ETHIOPIA
KENYA
UGANDA
Typotech Imaging Systems Ltd
Kampala/Uganda
alfred.kandarah@typotechkenya.com
www.typotech-imaging.com
FINLAND
WRH Global Nordic OY
00210 Helsinki
marko.roini@wrh-global-nordic.com
FRANCE
Gammerler S.a.r.l.
94386 Bonneuil-Sur-Marne Cedex
info@gammerler.fr
www.gammerler.com
GREECE
Dimitris Vaxevanidis & SIA O.E.
Graphic Arts & Paper Processing
153 51 Pallini - Athens
info@vaxevanidis.gr
www.vaxevanidis.gr

INDIA
Memory Repro System (P) Ltd.
110015 New Delhi
sales@memoryrepro.com

IRAK
LEBANON
SYRIA
Alpha Print Graphics
Lebanon
iraphael65@hotmail.com
IRAN
Premat S.A.
1201 Geneva/Switzerland
ruedi.kummler@premat.ch
ISRAEL
Bental Graphic Ltd.
48091 Rosh-Haayin
yoram.barak@bentalgraphic.co.il
www.bentalgraphic.co.il
ITALY
bwebsystems srl.
20900 Monza (MB)
info@gaemmerler.it
gaemmerler@bwebsystems.it
JORDANIA
Dynagraph for Printing Industry Sal
1100 2050 Beirut/Libanon
akhoury@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net

NETHERLANDS
ADKOW B.V.
4181 CH Waardenburg
info@adkow.nl
www.adkow.nl
POLAND
G+P Technik Polska Sp. z o. o.
43-190 Mikołów
m.friedrich@gptechnik.pl
www.gptechnik.pl
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PORTUGAL
SPAIN
Alsa Import S.A.
08008 Barcelona/Spain
eig@alsaimport.es
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
UKRAINE
OOO SIKO
125252 Moscow
j.durnev@siko-group.com
SAUDI ARABIA
Dynagraph Saudi Arabia Ltd.
Riyadh
aghneim@dynagraph.net
SOUTH AFRICA
Ipex Machinery
8000 Cape Town
stephen@ipex.co.za
TURKEY
KOLBUS Matbaa Makinaları
Satıs ve Servis Ltd. Sti.
34235 Giyimkent-Esenler
erolipin@kolbus.com.tr
UNITED KINGDOM
Gammerler Limited
York, YO26 6QU
david@gammerler.co.uk
www.gammerler.co.uk
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Gammerler US Corporation
IL 60056 Mount Prospect
joe.jastrzebski@gammerler.com
www.gammerler.com

KUWAIT
Dynagraph Kuwait WII
70655 Shuwaikh
wabbas@dynagraph.net
etnemnom@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
MEXICO
Gammerler, S.A. de C.V.
14210 Mexico, D.F.
ario.sojo@gammerler.com.mx
www.gammerler.com
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